Motivation: Clustering methods including k-means, SOM, UPGMA, DAA, CLICK, GENECLUSTER, CAST, DHC, PMETIS and KMETIS have been widely used in biological studies for gene expression, protein localization, sequence recognition and more. All these clustering methods have some benefits and drawbacks. We propose a novel graph-based clustering software called COMUSA for combining the benefits of a collection of clusterings into a final clustering having better overall quality. Results: COMUSA implementation is compared with PMETIS, KMETIS and k-means. Experimental results on artificial, real and biological datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. COMUSA produces very good quality clusters in a short amount of time.
INTRODUCTION
Clustering is the process of organizing objects into groups which have similar members; a distance metric is used for evaluating the similarity. Clustering is also known as unsupervised classification in the literature.
Clustering has a long and rich history in a variety of scientific fields (Jain, 2010) . Taxonomists, social scientists, psychologists, biologists, statisticians, mathematicians, engineers, computer scientists, medical researchers and others who collect and process real data have all contributed to clustering methodology. There are many well-known clustering algorithms, as stated earlier.
Each clustering method provides some benefits. Therefore, multiple clusterings can be obtained for the same dataset, and these benefits can be combined into a final clustering. COMUSA takes a collection of clusterings as input, and it creates a final clustering with better overall quality. In other words, COMUSA combines the benefits of multiple clusterings into a final clustering.
COMUSA is a general purpose software; it can be used on biological and non-biological datasets. However, in this article, we will evaluate COMUSA's performance on biological datasets. * To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
APPROACH
A collection of clusterings is provided as input to COMUSA. Using this input, COMUSA creates a similarity graph of objects. Similarity graph is an undirected and weighted graph that represents the co-association of objects. Similarity graph is constructed by accumulating the evidence in multiple clusterings. In this graph, an edge incident to vertices v i and v j represents the number of times these vertices are assigned to the same cluster and it is shown as weight(v i , v j ). Each vertex (object) v i is represented by a pair: First component of a vertex, df(v i ), is the number of edges that are incident to the vertex, called degree of freedom. Second component, sw(v i ), is the total sum of weights of these edges, called sum of weights. The attachment of a vertex v i is defined
COMUSA
Below, we explain the general characteristics of COMUSA. An unmarked object v p having the highest attachment values is selected as pivot (seed) for starting a new cluster. High values of degree of freedom mean that the node is connected to many other vertices. Similarly, large values of sum of weights indicate high similarity with several other vertices. The ratio, sum of weights over degree of freedom, indicates attachment. Therefore, an object having high attachment value is strongly connected to somewhere. A vertex v i is added to the cluster of v p if it is more closely attached to v p than to any other vertex.
For the multiple clusterings of a dataset in Table 1 , the similarity graph is constructed as shown Figure 1a . 
. First cluster, which is shown in dashed pattern in Figure 1b , has two objects C 1 ={d 3 , d 6 }.
Since there are objects that are not included in any cluster, COMUSA keeps running. Next, d 2 is selected as a pivot, because among all the unlabeled objects it has the highest attachment value. COMUSA extends the cluster in the same way as explained earlier and produces the second cluster: 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Selecting a pivot (seed) object for initiating a new cluster is essential in COMUSA. An unmarked object having the highest attachment value is selected as pivot for starting a new cluster. Initially each cluster is a singleton. Pivot object expands the cluster by considering all the immediate neighbors. A neighbor is included in a pivot's cluster if it is most similar to the pivot. Once a neighbor is included, it is marked and then it acts like a pivot by considering its immediate neighbors for further expansion. Expansion of a cluster comes to a stop if pivots cannot add any other objects into the cluster. If there are unmarked objects left, COMUSA starts a new cluster by choosing a new pivot. COMUSA halts when all the objects belong to a cluster.
Arbitrary shape clusters can be found by our algorithm, and we do not make any assumptions about the input dataset. COMUSA works very well because pivot objects are good starting points, and an object is included into a cluster if the object is most similar to a pivot in that cluster.
In some cases it is desirable to have larger clusters: user input relaxation rate is used to achieve this, which is defined as follows. On a set of edge weights {w 1 , w 2 ,..., w n }, w k is said to have maximum value with relaxation r, if ∀ i (w k +w k .r ≥ w i ) holds. Maximum edge weight constraint is relaxed with the relaxation value, r.
COMUSA produces very good results on real and synthetically produced datasets, as well as on biological datasets. Experimental results are shown at the home page in great detail. On Escherichia coli dataset, COMUSA produces excellent results with respect to adjusted rand index (ARI) (Hubert and Arabie, 1985) .
CONCLUSION
Using a collection of clusterings produced by various methods, COMUSA produces a final clustering which has better overall quality. COMUSA creates a similarity graph by using the evidence accumulated from the clusterings. By using the similarity graph, COMUSA computes pivot objects for starting a new cluster, and expands the clusters as much as possible. Number of clusters is automatically found by our algorithm with respect to relaxation rate. COMUSA is partitional, exclusive and complete. Extensive experimental evaluations on many real and artificial datasets demonstrate that COMUSA: (i) finds arbitrary shape clusters, (ii) is not affected by the cluster size, (iii) is not affected by noise and outliers, (iv) is not affected by the sparseness of the dataset, (v) is order independent, (vi) is deterministic and (vii) scales well.
